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In Tanzania development has been on the agenda for a long time and one of the steps that has 

been taken to try to affect change is through communication and information. Under the first 

president of Tanzania, Julius Nyere, the media was monopolized and utilized as a tool for the 

government to push its agenda for development. Today, however, the media looks a bit differ-

ent from the time of Nyerere, with a majority of privately owned media. Despite the focus on 

development the situation in public health is still poor, with both communicable diseases (i.e. 

HIV/AIDS and malaria) and non-communicable diseases (i.e. cancer and diabetes) claiming a 

lot of premature deaths.  

This thesis is a minor field study, financed by a scholarship from the Swedish International 

Development Agency (Sida). Its purpose is to examine the professional ideals of Tanzanian 

journalism today when it comes to health reporting and the development in public health. To 

fulfil this purpose interviews were conducted with journalists at three Anglophone daily 

newspapers (Daily News, The Citizen and The Guardian) in the economic capital, Dar es 

Salaam. Initially a quantitative content analysis was conducted. How the journalists feel that 

they can live up to their ideals and what obstacles they see in doing so was also examined.  

The study showed that the journalists want to contribute to the development, but that their 

ideals in how to do so differ. The most prevalent ideal was that the media should work to in-

form and to educate the public. At the government owned newspaper, Daily News, the united 

front of the media and the government lived on. They felt responsible to stick to the govern-

ment agenda. However, they also expressed that they felt responsible towards the ordinary 

people. The journalists felt that they could not live up to their ideals, especially the ideal of 

being the voice of the voiceless, because of the economic situation of the newspaper. The 

economic situation also affected the privately owned newspapers. The more active role of 

watchdog was more prevalent at these newspapers but was rarely practiced due to lack of 

resources.  

 

Keywords: Dar es Salaam, development journalism, health reporting, journalism studies, 

minor field study, professional role 



 

Hello, hello Tanzania! Three words that are forever stuck in my head after the crowded dala 

dala (bus) trips through the streets of Dar es Salaam. In the dala dalas the radio was always 

on, playing local and international hits. The three words are from the jingle of one of the big 

radio stations and for me the song works as a reminder of the warmth and familiarity of the 

people that helped me to find my way in this exciting Tanzanian metropole. The initial confu-

sion that I and my travel companion Anna Nilsson felt when we first got to the city was 

quickly transformed into excitement when we got to the University of Dar es Salaam and met 

are soon-to-be good friends. Thank you for your friendship and valuable help, you know who 

you are. I would also like to thank the Swedish International Development Agency, Sida, 

which gave me this opportunity through a Minor Field Study scholarship. 

The choice to go to Tanzania was initially not made by me. I had heard about this scholarship 

and I was interested to get the opportunity to write my bachelor thesis in another country. But 

it was not until I got a message from my classmate Anna Nilsson, asking if I wanted to come 

with her to Dar es Salaam, that I was convinced. I was flattered that she had asked me and that 

was when I started to build a commitment to this project. Anna, thank you for all the support 

and good times! 

As a journalist student this trip was invaluable. I interviewed a lot of very interesting journal-

ists at the three daily newspapers Daily News, The Guardian and The Citizen. They did not 

only give me their time and thoughts, they also gave me different perspectives on how to look 

at journalism as a profession. Except my respondents I also met other people that in different 

ways deals with the field of journalism. I got a lot of help at the Media Council of Tanzania, 

where especially Kelvin Tiba was of great assistance. I would like to thank all of these people 

for their help and inspiration.  

Last but not least I must thank my two supervisors, Michael Andindilile at the School of 

Journalism and Mass Communication (UDSM) and Jöran Hök at Södertörn University in 

Stockholm. You both challenged me intellectually and made me see the faults that my brain 

refused to detect.  

Thank you Tanzania, I will be back! 
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“Can you educate the government? No. You can criticize the government. But you can edu-

cate the public…” These sentences, uttered by a reporter at the daily Tanzanian newspaper 

The Guardian, pretty much sums up two of the most important roles of the media when it 

comes to reporting on health in Tanzania. They also deal with the ambivalence of the journal-

ist’s role. The journalists are not themselves educated in health or medicine, so about what 

and how do they educate the people? Often the educational articles on health are part of cam-

paigns launched by the government or by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), institu-

tions which have got more know-how in the field of health than the media. They therefor rely 

on them for information, but should not the media also work to critically examine what is 

done by these institutions? 

To have ideals and to actually be able to live up to those ideals are, however, two completely 

different things. The reality of media all over the world is one where money, culture, 

knowledge and power sets up limits and boundaries. In a country like Tanzania where a lot of 

people live under the poverty threshold buying a newspaper is not always prioritized. Why 

would you buy a newspaper when you can’t afford basic health care for your family? And if 

no one buys the newspapers, how could the newspapers possibly afford covering remote areas 

and funding investigative journalism to try to play a part in improving this situation? 

The need for good journalism to explain the needs of people and to investigate the different 

steps taken to improve the situation is apparent and it is actually a kind of journalism that has 

been promoted in the developing world since the 1960s – development journalism. But how 

do Tanzanian journalists today see their role when reporting about health issues and how do 

they feel that they can contribute to the development of public health? Do they feel that they 

can live up to their ideals and what obstacles do they face? This thesis will try to give answers 

to these questions and to highlight the obstacles that Tanzanian journalists are faced with.  

The purpose of this thesis is to examine how journalists in Dar es Salaam see their profes-

sional role when reporting on health and how they feel that they can contribute to the devel-

opment towards a better public health in Tanzania. How do these ideals correspond with the 

theory of development journalism? And how do they feel that they can live up to their ideals? 
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The study is based on the hypothesis that there is a gap between the professional ideals and 

the actual practice, and it will therefore look into the reasons behind this gap.   

What professional ideals do journalists in Dar es Salaam have when it comes to reporting on 

health issues?  

Do they feel that they can live up to their professional ideals and what obstacles and possibili-

ties do they see to try do so? 
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Tanzania is one of the poorest countries in the world, based on per capita income. Out of Tan-

zania’s population of almost 50 million, approximately one third is estimated to be living be-

low the poverty threshold. 80% works in agriculture which correlates with the fact that app-

roximately 73% lives in rural areas.1 The large rural population combined with a big areal and 

underdeveloped infrastructure2 has resulted in a big part of the country being marginalized, 

not getting access to health care and other basic welfare services. The urban-rural gap also 

shows in the media landscape. Most of the newspapers are based in Dar es Salaam and even 

though some newspapers are being distributed to remote areas they get there days after being 

distributed in the cities. The cost is also a problem. Most Swahili newspapers cost 500 TZS 

per copy (0,3 USD) which is too expensive for a person who lives on under 1 USD per day.  

In the beginning of the 21st century the United Nations set up a battery of goals towards which 

the developing countries, including Tanzania, should strive, the so called Millenium Develop-

ment Goals or MDGs. The goals were set to be fulfilled in 2015. Three of the eight MDGs 

mainly concerns health: to improve maternal health, to reduce child mortality and to combat 

HIV/AIDS, Malaria and other diseases. 3 

There are a lot of challenges facing Tanzania when it comes to health. Maternal and child 

mortality are two of them and can be linked to high fertility rates and the low socio-economic 

status of women. Maternal mortality has dropped from 578 deaths per 100,000 live births in 

2004 to 454 deaths in 2010, but even though mortality rates are dropping there is much more 

                                                 
1 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). “The World Factbook – Tanzania” 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/tz.html (accessed 2014-05-07) 
2 Utrikespolitiska Institutet. Landguiden. ”Kommunikationer”. 2011. 

http://www.landguiden.se.till.biblextern.sh.se/Lander/Afrika/Tanzania/Kommunikationer (accessed on 2014-05-

19) 
3 United Nations. Millenium Development Goals and Beyond 2015. “We Can End Poverty”. 

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/bkgd.shtml (accessed on 2014-05-19) 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/tz.html
http://www.landguiden.se.till.biblextern.sh.se/Lander/Afrika/Tanzania/Kommunikationer
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/bkgd.shtml
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to be done as the MDG is to reduce these deaths to 265 by 2015. Linked to these numbers are 

the problems of poor nutrition and lacking use of contraceptives. 4 

In Tanzania the gap between rural and urban areas is obvious. For example women in rural 

areas on average give birth to 6.1 children compared to 3.7 among the urban women. The 

healthcare infrastructure is weak, with the rural areas being the most vulnerable. For many 

people in rural areas it is too far to go to a hospital and the knowledge is also lacking. This 

does for example result in more births being assisted by people without proper education in 

health.  

Communicable diseases like HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis are the most common caus-

es of death and illness in Tanzania. Even though a lot has been done to prevent these diseases 

the prevalence is still very high.  For example approximately 300,000 people die of malaria 

each year.5 On top of this, non-communicable diseases are on the rise in Tanzania with diseas-

es like diabetes and cancer becoming more usual.  

The knowledge about different diseases and what is needed to prevent and treat them varies. 

For example less than 50 percent of Tanzanians have comprehensive knowledge about HIV, 

according to the Tanzania Demographic and Health Survey from 2010.  

Tanzania’s modern history can be divided into three different eras: the colonial era, the inde-

pendence/socialistic era and the democratization era. The history of the media has had a tight 

connection with the type of governance present in a specific time period. As the media histo-

rian Martin Sturmer says: “Tanzania’s actual communication system has to be regarded as the 

legacy of its past”6. The Tanzanian media was born under colonial rule, inherited and in some 

ways transformed after independence and today it is a vast landscape of newspapers, radio 

stations and television channels.  

When the first newspapers were printed in the late 19th century it was at the initiative of Euro-

pean settlers and colonialists. First by Christian missionaries on Zanzibar and later by the 

                                                 
4United Nations in Tanzania. “Health and Nutrition”.  http://tz.one.un.org/index.php/what-we-do/health-and-

nutrition (accessed 2014-05-19) 
5 Utrikespolitiska Institutet. Landguiden. 2011 
6 Sturmer, Martin. The Media History of Tanzania. afrika.info, Salzburg. 1998. 2. 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/57827947/The-Media-History-of-Tanzania (accessed on 2014-05-09)  

http://tz.one.un.org/index.php/what-we-do/health-and-nutrition
http://tz.one.un.org/index.php/what-we-do/health-and-nutrition
http://www.scribd.com/doc/57827947/The-Media-History-of-Tanzania
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German colonial administration in Tanganyika.7 After the First World War the British took 

control over Tanzania, and under their rule oppositional publications were prohibited – news-

papers were only seen “as an administrative necessity”8. This meant that the first African-

owned newspaper was not to be published until 1937 when Erica Fiah succeeded to go around 

the laws of the time and give out Kwetu. This paved the way for the nationalist anti-

imperialistic press that later, after the Second World War, appeared. Julius Nyerere, that later 

would become the first president of the independent nation of Tanzania, was one of the people 

involved in this new wave of oppositional press. He was the leader of the independence party 

Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) and also the editor-in-chief for the parties press 

organ, Sauti ya TANU, that means Voice of TANU in Swahili. During this period of time the 

British rule imprisoned oppositional journalists and took counter measures by publishing new 

newspapers that promoted the status quo.9 

In 1961 the independent nation of Tanganyika was declared. For the media the following 

years was a time of “Tanzanisation”, as Sturmer puts it. The media was a powerful tool that 

could be used in the integration and strengthening of the young socialistic nation, and hence 

Julius Nyerere took control over both broadcasting and print media. This new media would 

try to unite the nation and to educate the people in the socialistic ideology.10 The radio station 

Radio Tanzania Dar es Salaam (RTD) and the TV-station Tanganyika Broadcasting Corpo-

ration (TBC) were transformed from public service to state owned. Also the newspaper The 

Standard was nationalized and later by merging with the party publication The Nationalist 

formed Daily News.11 All three remains in government ownership today, but now without 

monopoly status.  

The Newspaper Act of 1976 was one of the legislative measures taken by the government 

under Julius Nyerere to prohibit oppositional views in the media, as it made it impossible to 

launch a new newspaper without the consent of the government. This period of time also 

brought with it a set of changes. Different projects for public education was launched in the 

state media and a state run journalism school was established.12 Nyerere and Tanzania was not 

in any way an isolated occurrence. A lot of newly born post-colonial nations were trying out 

                                                 
7 Sturmer. 1998. 311 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 312 
10 Rioba, Ayub. “Preface”. The Media History of Tanzania (Sturmer, Martin). 1998. I 
11 Sturmer. 1998. 312–313 
12 Ibid. 313 
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this new form of journalism adopted from Southeast Asia: development journalism.13 Devel-

opment journalism will further be discussed under “Theoretical framework and earlier re-

search”.  

The post-colonial era was an era where many African countries strived to move away from 

the western world that for decades had colonialized their land. They needed to find their own 

identity and pave their own route towards development.14 But in the 1980s the pressure from 

the western countries started rising due to the bad state of African economies as well as the 

lack of democracy.15 In 1992 Tanzania got its’ new constitution which opened up for new 

political parties to be formed and contest in open elections. The new multiparty democracy 

was founded even though an appointed commission had found that 77% of Tanzanians 

preferred a one-party system – a fact which is reflected in the continued rule of the party 

Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM), which has been in power ever since the union between 

Tanganyika and Zanzibar. In this time of change even the laws of the media began to adapt to 

western ideals. New laws were signed and old laws were abandoned to abolish the 

government’s media monopoly.16 

The newfound freedom of the press meant a mushrooming of new private media outlets. The 

freedom was, however, merely a chimera. A few restrictive media laws, such as the Newspa-

per Act of 1976, were kept in place and were still used to shut down newspapers. 17 

The Tanzanian media landscape is today a vast and highly competitive one. In 2012 there 

were 763 registered newspapers, 85 radio stations and 26 television stations in Tanzania. Out 

of the newspapers registered 14 are active daily newspapers, of which three are owned by the 

government.18 As Tanzania has two official languages, English and Swahili, these newspapers 

are divided into these two. There is even an official policy that all media must use these lan-

                                                 
13 Xiaoge, Xu, “Development Jounalism”. The Handbook of Journalism Studies (ed. Wahl-Jorgensen, Karin and 

Hanitzsch, Thomas). Routledge, London. 2009. 357 
14 Rioba, Ayub. Media Accountability in Tanzania’s Muliparty Democracy. Tampere University Press, Tampere. 

2012. 12 
15 Ibid. 14 
16 Ibid. 15 
17 Sturmer. 314 
18 African Media Barometer – Tanzania 2012 [electronic resource]. Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Windhoek. 2012. 

http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/africa-media/09818.pdf (accessed on 2014-05-06). 24 

http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/africa-media/09818.pdf
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guages. It was originally intended to unite the country which, as many countries in Africa, 

consists of several different tribes with their own individual languages.19 

Compared to other Sub-Saharan countries Tanzania has a relatively free media market with 

several positive trends. There are for example several different organizations working to pro-

mote media freedom and better journalism.20 The Media Council of Tanzania (MCT) is a self-

regulatory body free from government control. Since it was officially registered in 1997, after 

funding by the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida), it has mainly worked to 

promote media ethics. Except from their main responsibility of media ethics MCT conducts 

training with journalists, research and also tries to raise awareness among the public on the 

basic freedoms of expression and information.21  

Other than MCT, Tanzania Media Fund (TMF) and Tanzania Media Women’s Organization 

(TAMWA) also helps promoting an independent and well-functioning media. The latter has 

got the main objective of promoting gender issues, which includes reducing maternal deaths 

and violence against women and children.22 To do this they, for example, offer training to 

journalists, conduct research and spread information to media channels to disseminate im-

portant information to the public.23 TMF is focused on promoting “quality journalism”, 

including investigative journalism and public interest journalism. They mainly work through 

training and funding of journalists, or their media houses, to enable more investigative re-

search.24 

Except for the organizations working to promote the media’s interests the positive trends in-

clude laws that are in process of being implemented that are supposed to improve the freedom 

to information. Further steps have also been taken to educate the public in Tanzania on their 

right to information.25 

On the other hand the Tanzanian media still faces big challenges. There are draconian laws in 

use that have resulted in newspapers being shut down and journalists being arrested. In 2013 

                                                 
19 African Media Barometer. 32 
20 Ibid. 60 
21 Rioba. 2012. 26 
22 Tanzania Media Women’s Association (TAMWA). “About Us”. http://www.tamwa.org/index.php/about-

us/aboutus.html (accessed 2014-05-07)  
23 Tanzania Media Women’s Association (TAMWA). “Activity and Success”. 

http://www.tamwa.org/index.php/about-us/activitysuccess.html (accessed 2014-05-07) 
24 Tanzania Media Fund (TMF). “About Us”. http://www.tmf.or.tz/about/ (accessed 2014-05-07) 
25 African Media Barometer. 60 

http://www.tamwa.org/index.php/about-us/aboutus.html
http://www.tamwa.org/index.php/about-us/aboutus.html
http://www.tamwa.org/index.php/about-us/activitysuccess.html
http://www.tmf.or.tz/about/
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the newspapers Mtanzania and Mwananchi were banned due to one of these laws, the News-

paper Act of 1976. Mwananchi was banned for 14 days and Mtanzania for 90 days due to 

publishing of seditious articles that could lead to the readers losing their trust in the govern-

ment.26 This law gives the Minister of Information the right to ban any media outlets based on 

what he or she believes is in the “public interest” or “in the interest of peace and good order”. 

Other laws such as The National Security Act and the Civil Service Act restricts the freedom 

of information as they for example hinder any civil servant from disclosing information with-

out the consent of the responsible minister. 27 

In Freedom House’s latest press freedom survey from 2014 the country declined in its’ degree 

due to “attacks against the press and increased evidence of pressure on journalists by editors 

and owners to report along political lines, both of which have led to more self-censorship”28. 

The prevalence of corruption and bribes are also common in Tanzania, which Denis 

Mpagaze’s and Robert A. White’s article Tanzanian journalists’ ambivalent perception of 

their ethics: A “Jekyll and Hyde” occupation shows. According to the article it is common 

practice that journalists are offered bribes by politicians for positive coverage, and sometimes 

even to shut down an unwanted story. But at the same time Tanzanian journalists rarely admit 

to accepting bribes when interviewed, even though they maintain that it is common that others 

do.29  

For the government owned newspapers political involvement is common as the president 

himself is editor-in-chief30 and therefore appoints the managing editor and the chairperson of 

the board. The content of these newspapers reflects the policy of the government and they 

usually avoid topics in conflict with that policy.31 The lack of editorial freedom and self-

censorship is not restricted to the government media outlets. Every media house has policies 

that journalists must stick to and reporters and editors may practice self-censorship to protect 

                                                 
26 Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA). “Tanzania Alert: Government bans two newspapers”. 

http://www.misa.org/component/k2/item/2336-tanzania-alert-government-bans-two-newspapers  
27 Legal and Human Rights Center. “Tanzania Human Rights Report 2013”. 

http://www.humanrights.or.tz/downloads/tanzania-human-rights-report-2013.pdf (accessed 2014-05-20). 64–65 
28 Freeedom House. “Freedom of the Press 2014”. http://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/FOTP_2014.pdf 

(accessed 2014-05-08) 
29 Mpagaze, Denis and White, Robert A. “Tanzanian journalists’ ambivalent perception of their ethics: A “Jekyll 

and Hyde” occupation”. African Communication Research 3, no. 3 2010. 545 
30 Individual interview. Daily News, Dar es Salaam. 2014-04-29 
31 African Media Barometer. 28 

http://www.misa.org/component/k2/item/2336-tanzania-alert-government-bans-two-newspapers
http://www.humanrights.or.tz/downloads/tanzania-human-rights-report-2013.pdf
http://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/FOTP_2014.pdf
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their jobs. The different interests of for example the government, the owners and advertisers 

have a big influence on this matter.32 

As previously been pointed out, Daily News has been the government’s newspaper ever since 

Julius Nyerere took over The Standard on the account of the government. Daily News is the 

oldest, still distributed, daily newspaper in Tanzania and it’s also the biggest among the An-

glophone dailies with a circulation of 7000 copies a day (2009).33  

The Citizen is a part of the Mwananchi Communications Limited, which is a part of National 

Media Group of Kenya. Mwananchi, the Swahili word for Citizen is also the name of The 

Citizen’s sister paper which is the biggest Swahili daily newspaper.34 They are both sharing 

news-room but are not officially sharing work force.  

The Guardian is owned by IPP, which is a media conglomerate which owns not only 11 

newspapers, but also ten radio stations, three TV stations and one news agency (2009). IPP 

owner Reginald Mengi is the 34th richest man in Africa. Apart from IPP he also owns gold 

mines and Coca-Cola bottling plants.35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
32 African Media Barometer. 54–55 
33 Kilimwiko, Lawrence I.M. Media Power and Politics in Tanzania. Association of Journalists and Media 

Workers, Dar es Salaam. 2009. 5 
34 Ibid. 6 
35 Forbes. Reginald Mengi. 2013. http://www.forbes.com/profile/reginald-mengi/ (accessed on 2014-05-13) 

http://www.forbes.com/profile/reginald-mengi/
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Development journalism is a concept that isn’t as frequently referred to now as in the 1960s 

and 1970s when development journalism first came into practice in several developing coun-

tries, including Tanzania. However there are different kinds of development journalism that 

together cover a big spectrum of the news coverage of health issues. In a broad definition de-

velopment journalism is a kind of journalism that prioritizes development issues over other 

issues. The theory is based on the assumption that the media can contribute to development 

through its reporting. In doing so it is the journalist’s responsibility to report on the process of 

development, and not just on specific events.36  

Development journalism is often divided into two approaches. Media professor Silvio 

Waisbord calls these two the social-communitarian and the state building development jour-

nalism. The social-communitarian is an approach compiled by the ideas of scholars like 

Mazharul Haque, Hemant Shah and J.V. Vilanilam. Its focus is on “news about social circum-

stances, challenges and interventions related to the lives of the non-elites, the vast number of 

dispossessed and impoverished people”37. This approach also calls for the journalist to criti-

cally examine the post-colonial society and the different programs that is aimed to further 

development. 38 It also includes the notion of the media’s possibility to empower the individu-

als to take control over their own needs for development through knowledge in for example 

health. When do you need to see a doctor, how can you prevent diseases, etc.? Narinder Ag-

garwala was one of the advocates of this approach. The most important role of the journalist 

in development was for him to “critically examine, evaluate and report the relevance of a de-

velopment project to national and local needs, the difference between a planned scheme and 

its actual implementation, and the differences between its impact on people as claimed by the 

government officials and as it actually is”39. This can be seen as a watchdog role with focus 

on development issues.  

                                                 
36 Murthy, D V R. Development Journalism: What Next?. Kanishka Publishers, Distributors, New Delhi. 2012. 

52–53 
37 Waisbord, Silvio. ”Rethinking ‘Development’ Journalism”. The Routledge Guide to News and Journalism (ed. 

Hall, Stuart). Routledge, London. 2010. 149 
38 Ibid. 148–149 
39 Cited by Ogan, Christine L. Development Journalism/Communication: The Status of the Concept [electronic 

resource]. Association for Education in Journalism Annual Convention, Boston. 1980. 8. 

http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED194898.pdf (accessed 2014-04-17).  

http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED194898.pdf
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The state building approach sees journalism as an important instrument in the national devel-

opment. “[J]ournalists should be a part of broad political and social efforts towards develop-

ment, national integration, and internal cooperation”40. In this sense the journalists’ role is to 

inform about development plans and projects, as well as to educate the people on important 

subjects to empower them towards development. Critique from journalists could mean more 

logs on the fire for already existing conflicts. They should rather support the government in 

their work for development than give room for different opinions and political conflict.41  

Development journalism in this broader sense covers such a big spectrum that Silvio 

Waisbord advocates that we reconsider this kind of journalism.42 He believes that the ideal to 

promote “participation, citizens’ expression and social justice” is not something that is limited 

to the developing countries, it’s rather something applicable to all journalists working for and 

within a democracy.43  

However, what Waisbord is advocating is what he believes should be practiced. In the Tanza-

nian situation the different kinds of development journalism are interesting because of the 

media history of the country. The former president Nyerere was one of the leaders in the de-

veloping world that promoted the state building approach. He saw “development support 

communication as providing freedom for the people to discuss issues and decide on solutions 

to problems within the framework of the principles of socialism”.44 Media scholar Ayub Ri-

oba’s survey among journalists from 2012 shows that a majority of Tanzanian journalists see 

the roles of informants and educators as more important than the roles of watchdog, promot-

ing development and to be the voice of the voiceless. The latter three are the ones Rioba de-

scribes as important for the journalists role in development and they also fit into the social-

communitarian model. They came after the ideals of the former as well as the role of enter-

taining, but they were not totally lacking support.45 The former roles fit into the state building 

model, which is the one that many older Tanzanian journalists have been taught under the 

former socialist rule. Hence the two categories of development journalism will serve as the 

theoretical framework for the construction of variables in the content analysis, the interview 

questions and also for the analysis of the answers.  

                                                 
40 Waisbord. 149 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 155–156  
43 Ibid. 154 
44 Ogan. 8–9 
45 Rioba. 2012. 141 
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Although development journalism is based on the wish for a better tomorrow for the people in 

the developing world it has been argued that it has mainly been used as a front behind which 

the elite can exercise its power to its purposes. For example communication scholar Xu 

Xiaoge means that it is consequently “the elite, not the ordinary people who have benefited 

from the practice of development journalism”.46  

In the beginning of the 1990s the media landscape was changing in Tanzania and other Afri-

can countries who went through a process of westernization. During this time the principal of 

the Tanzanian School of Journalism in Dar es Salaam, Samwilu Mwaffisi, wondered how 

prepared Tanzanian journalists were to report on developmental issues. Through a survey of 

136 Tanzanian journalists and an article posted in Africa Media Review in 1991 he argued that 

they were ill-prepared for the kind of reporting that focuses on processes, not events, and 

issues, not personalities. 47 

Mwaffisi’s hypothesis is based on the assumption that development journalism demands “en-

lightened journalists”. Apart from training in journalism and insight in what they are reporting 

about, “they must have a ‘scientific outlook’ which requires them to be knowledgeable in the 

social sciences and at least one technical subject”.48 The survey showed that there were few 

reporters who had received specialized training. There were 13 percent that had training in 

health or medicine before they began reporting, however all of the respondents behind this 

figure were editors and did not practice reporting. They were also in the older generation, 

which could mean that it does not look the same today. When asked which subject they 

thought was the most problematic without special knowledge, health and medicine received 

the most answers, with 26 percent. All of this combined leads Mwaffisi to label health and 

medicine to be “the leading problematic subject covered by [Tanzanian] reporters”.49  

The Indian scholar DVR Murthy conducted a qualitative and quantitative study of Indian 

daily newspapers in 1995. Its purpose was to examine the development journalism within 

Indian media. The study showed that just six percent of the total coverage in the newspapers 

                                                 
46 Xiaoge. 259 
47 Mwaffisi, Samwilu. ”Development Journalism: How Prepared are Tanzanian Journalists?”. Africa Media 

Review 5, no. 2. African Council of Communication Education. 1991. 85. 

http://archive.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20Journals/pdfs/africa%20media%20review/vol5no2/jamr005002008.

pdf (accessed 2014-05-12) 
48 Ibid. 85 
49 Ibid. 91 

http://archive.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20Journals/pdfs/africa%20media%20review/vol5no2/jamr005002008.pdf
http://archive.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20Journals/pdfs/africa%20media%20review/vol5no2/jamr005002008.pdf
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was developmental. However, development news was more prevalent in certain subjects like 

health, agriculture and infrastructure. Based on the assumption that development news to be 

effective demands in-depth coverage and coverage of the process of development, Murthy 

means that even though there is development news in the newspapers, it is most often inade-

quate. Inadequate in the sense that it usually only covers events, not processes and that there 

is a lack of in-depth news. Murthy gives some explanations to why the media did not live up 

to the ideals of development journalism. Firstly other news items like entertainment, sports 

and politics are more likely to sell the newspapers and is therefore given priority out of eco-

nomic reasons. Secondly there is a problem with the journalists themselves: they have not got 

the proper training to be able to practice in-depth reporting and to adequately cover compli-

cated issues.50  

Journalism as we know it has historically been a part of the birth of democratic governance, 

firstly in the western world, and has since been a part of what we call democracy.51 How this 

role of media in a democratic society should work has however been subject to a lot of differ-

ent theories, out of which many different professional roles of the journalist has sprung.  

Denis McQuail divides the journalist’s professional role into two categories: “neutral report-

er” and “participant”. The former is based on the idea that the journalist should inform, inter-

pret and be an instrument of government (what McQuail describes as a channel or a mirror). 

In the article Journalism and Democracy, Brian McNair, explains this role of journalism in 

the light of the importance of enlightened citizens when it comes to democratic governance. 

In this sense it is the journalist’s role to keep the citizens of a democracy informed so that 

they can make enlightened choices, when voting in the election for example.52 The “partici-

pant reporter” refers to the notion of the media as the “fourth estate”. This notion builds on 

ideas that journalists are responsible to the public in the first place and therefore should work 

as critics of the ones in power, mainly the government, and work as watchdogs.53 The media, 

when referred to as the fourth estate, can also be seen as a link between the people and the 

                                                 
50 Murthy. 104–105 
51 McNair, Brian. “Journalism and Democracy”. The Handbook of Journalism Studies (ed. Wahl-Jorgensen, 

Karin and Hanitzsch, Thomas). Routledge, London. 2009. 237 
52 Ibid. 238–239 
53 McQuail, Denis. McQuails Mass Communication Theory. SAGE, London. 2005. 284–285 
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political leadership. The press can in this role work through educating and informing the pub-

lic to be able to practice their democratic rights and also through helping the public to make 

their voices heard, publishing reports of mismanagement and other irregularities.54 An exten-

sion of this role is the watchdog role. It is a more active role in which the journalists carries 

the responsibilities of being the fourth estate, digging deep and investigating the people in 

power on behalf of the ordinary people.55 

Another way of looking at the media in a society is to look at how it can function, how it can 

affect change. One of the theories with this perspective is the theory of agenda setting. This 

theory is based on the assumption that what is frequently displayed in the media affects the 

audience to ultimately find these frequently displayed topics important.56  

Development journalism might not be actively used by journalists now a days. The theories of 

the journalist’s role in society therefore works complimentary, especially in the interviews so 

that the respondents can identify with the discussed roles.  

In his dissertation from 2012, Media Accountability in Tanzania’s Multiparty Democracy, the 

journalism scholar Ayub Rioba, examines questions about the media’s role in a democratic 

society and if self-regulation works. He does this through three different methods: surveys to 

examine the views among journalists, focus group-discussions and in-depth interviews to get 

a deeper understanding of the issues at hand through editors, journalist students and other 

stake-holders.  

The survey shows that Tanzanian journalists to a great extent share traditional (western) ideals 

of what the media’s role in society is, which Rioba believes is a product of the journalism 

education in Tanzania and that it has promoted such ideals. To educate, to inform and to en-

tertain were the most common answers to the question about which professional roles they 

found most important. Rioba points out that most of the respondents did not “differentiate the 

functions of media in general from the role of media in democracy”57. Less common was the 

                                                 
54 Hampton, Mark. ”The Fourth Estate Ideal in Journalism History”. The Routledge Companion to News and 

Journalism (ed. Hall, Stuart). Routledge, Oxon. 2010. 5 
55 Matheson, Donald. ”The Watchdog’s New Bark: Changing Form of Investigative Reporting”. The Routledge 

Companion to News and Journalism (ed. Hall, Stuart). Routledge, Oxon. 2010. 82 
56 Coleman, Renita. McCombs, Maxwell. Shaw, Donald. Weaver, David. “Agenda Setting”. The Handbook of 

Journalism Studies. 2009. 147 
57 Rioba. 2012. 218 
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perceptions that the media should work as a watchdog and to promote development. In the 

focus group discussions and in the in depth interviews, however, these notions were more 

prevalent.  

The stakeholders that were interviewed in the study were government representatives, politi-

cians and political organizations, civil society activists, academics, former journalists and 

staff at the Media Council of Tanzania.58 In general the respondents thought that the Tanza-

nian media should be: informational, surveilling, enlightening, a link between different groups 

and the governance of the country, a forum for debate, agenda setting for development and to 

function as watchdog.59 Furthermore the respondents “view media laws, ownership interfer-

ence, politicians’ as well as corporate sector’s influence on their work as major obstacles to 

their role in promoting and sustaining democracy”60.  

It’s mainly the survey study that will influence this thesis methodologically. Because of the 

use of semi-structured interviews the questions from Rioba’s study will serve as inspiration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
58 Rioba. 2012. 45 
59 Ibid. 183 
60 Ibid. 219 
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This study is delimited to the three big Anglophone daily newspapers in Tanzania’s economic 

capital Dar es Salaam: Daily News, The Guardian and The Citizen. Daily News was chosen 

because it is owned by the government, and it is also the oldest still published daily newspa-

per in Tanzania. The Guardian and The Citizen are both privately owned and are the two 

Anglophone daily newspapers with the biggest audience.  

The Anglophone media in Tanzania is small in comparison to the Swahili media and the main 

reason to this delimitation is the language barrier which would have made the content analysis 

difficult. Daily newspapers have been chosen as material and not radio, television or any other 

media outlet, because of the accessibility of them. Old Tanzanian newspapers can be accessed 

at media libraries, but there are no electronic databases in which you can get access to old 

broadcasts. For example the content analysis of this thesis was carried out with help from 

MCT which keeps an archive of daily newspapers from approximately six months back.  

The biggest difference between the Anglophone and the Swahili newspapers is the readership. 

While the Swahili newspapers are more popular among the average Tanzanians, the Anglo-

phone ones are presumably mostly read by the English speaking “elite”, as many of the re-

spondents in this thesis confirms. Differences in readership does in turn affect the content of 

the articles published. During the interviews there were some journalists that explained how 

they take this into consideration while writing: their readers are the people in Tanzania that 

are most likely to be able to affect change, therefore by affecting them they can affect the de-

velopment of the nation. Hence there are possibilities within this delimitation as well as prob-

lematic limitations.  

This quantitative study is based on the method explained by Åsa Nilsson in the anthology 

Metoder i kommunikationsvetenskap. According to Nilsson the quantitative content analysis 

method consists of six different elements that follows in a chronological order61: 

1. Define the research problem 

                                                 
61 Nilsson, Åsa. ”Kvantitativ innehållsanalys”. Metoder i kommunikationsvetenskap (ed. Larsson, Larsåke & 

Ekström, Mats). Studentlitteratur, Lund. 2010. 127 
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2. Define the sample 

3. Define variables and variable values 

4. Construct a coding table 

5. Code 

6. Validate and analyze data 

The aim of this study is to evaluate how prevalent development issues are within the topic of 

health in articles, editorials and columns in the three daily newspapers. The study is influ-

enced by Murthy’s similar, but bigger, study conducted in 1995 concerning Indian daily 

newspapers. He looked at all news topics and the prevalence of development news. This study 

is however focused on the prevalence of development news within the subject of health.   

In trying to evaluate the prevalence of different development news Waisbord’s two approach-

es to development journalism works as inspiration. Do the articles have attributes that are typ-

ical for the social-communitarian approach or the state building approach? The variables and 

variable values of this study, including definitions of important concepts, can be found in 

Appendix C.  

The study is also delimited in time to make it practically achievable. Two one week periods 

were chosen, the 11th to the 17th of November 2013 and the 3rd to the 9th of March 2014. In the 

end the second time period was altered due to missing newspapers in the archive. The news-

papers of the 3rd, 5th and 6th were replaced by the newspapers from the same weekdays the 

week after: the 10th, 12th and 13th. To target the right material within the newspapers and to 

make the study efficient the sport sections and the entertainment sections were not included. 

Neither were advertisement and “easy pages” (i.e. pages with comic strips and jokes etc.). 

Within the sections that still are a part of the study only articles and editorials on the topic of 

health were studied. Health as a topic includes diseases, medicine, surgery and the organiza-

tions that practice the before stated such as hospitals and other public establishments, Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and other organizations of interest.   

The interviews aim to give a deeper understanding of how reporters and editors, at the three 

daily newspapers, see their professional role when reporting about health issues and if and 

how they can contribute to the development in health. Do these ideals correspond with the 
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theory of development journalism? And also, how do they feel that they can live up the ideals 

that they have and what do they see as obstacles in trying to do so? Interviewing as a method 

enables the researcher, as Rioba puts it, “to scrutinize answers and especially to explore inter-

viewees’ responses in greater depth using questions like Why and How”62.  

In the method of semi-structured interviews it is important to give the respondent room to 

express his or her thoughts without too much guidance.63 Therefore the interviews were based 

on three, more general, key theme questions on which the respondents were asked to speak 

freely. These are: 

 How do you see your role as a journalist when it comes to promoting development in 

healthcare and public health?  

 How do you as reporter/editor, on a daily basis, work with health issues? 

 What are the obstacles for you to be able to fulfil the role that you want to fulfil to 

contribute to the development in health? 

After each theme question both prepared and non-prepared follow up questions were asked. 

The whole question sheet can be found in appendix B. 

The respondents were both editors and reporters from the selected newspapers. This sample 

was selected through stratified sampling.64 The population was delimited, as explained above, 

to journalists at the three newspapers. Within these groups the respondents were selected 

based upon their connection to the subject of this thesis: health. The reporters selected were 

the ones that most often write on this subject. Because there aren’t any specific health editors, 

the editors that were selected were sub-editors or news-editors. In total twelve interviews 

were conducted, of which four were with editors and eight were with reporters. Initially the 

idea was to interview one editor and three reporters at every newspaper. In the end, however, I 

interviewed two editors and three reporters at The Guardian, one editor and three reporters at 

The Citizen and one editor and two reporters at Daily News. 

                                                 
62 Rioba. 2012. 45 
63 Larsson, Larsåke. ”Intervjuer”. Metoder i kommunikationsvetenskap. 64 
64 Larsson. 61–62 
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Åsa Nilsson points out three important methodological problems that are important to consid-

er when performing a quantitative content analysis. The first problem is the necessity of quan-

tification and thereby the necessity to construct quantifiable variables.65 One problem that 

rises from this is if one small, general article is worth as much as a big analyzing article. In 

this study The Citizen, for example, had a larger amount of short, general stories while The 

Guardian more rarely had this kind of articles. This made it seem that The Citizen had a vaster 

coverage of health issues, but in reality the difference might not have been as big. At the same 

time this study contained variables that aimed to describe which kind of article it was, which 

complemented and gave another dimension to other variables. 

This leads us to Nilsson’s second problem: the researcher needs to choose a specific limited 

material which he or she cuts up in different specific aspects (the variables). This perspective 

leaves out the bigger picture and the context.66 While performing this study I, for example, 

saw that there were differences between the newspapers that would not show through the cho-

sen variables. For example the critique that proved to be most prevalent in The Citizen was 

most often expressed in editorials, and more seldom through investigative articles.  

The third of Nilsson’s problems is the requirement of objectivity in a scientific study and the 

necessity of the element of interpretation by the researcher. To be scientific the study should 

show the same result if performed again by a different researcher.67 From the beginning this 

study had more variables than it in the end showed in the results, and this due to the problem 

of objectivity. For example one intended variable was: ”Is the article mainly positive, negative 

or neutral?”. It was however not included in the results because I as a researcher felt that, even 

though I had defined the values, the element of subjectivity in the interpretation was too big. 

The second part of the study was the semi-structured interviews. Larsson points out the im-

portance of prior knowledge before conducting scientific interviews68 and that is why the in-

terviews are the latter part of this study. One important issue that rises when conducting scien-

tific interviews is in what way the researcher should be involved. It is inevitable that the re-

searcher leads the respondent through his or her questions and therefore is in control over the 

                                                 
65 Nilsson. 122 
66 Ibid. 125 
67 Ibid. 126 
68 Larsson. 72 
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overall topics that are discussed. In this sense it is important to give the respondent room to 

complete the explanation that he or she has started. And as a researcher you should stay 

neutral, and not utter your own personal beliefs.69 This was a problem I sometimes fell into, 

especially when I felt that I had built a trust with the respondent and felt that we were on the 

same page. However, I kept this in mind and kept it to a minimum.  

Interviews are meant to be personal and to go deep into the beliefs and opinions of the re-

spondents. This leads to the issue of confidentiality and anonymity.70 In this particular study 

all of the respondents are anonymous. The names, sex and age of the respondents are kept a 

secret. In this study it is particularly important because of the testimonies concerning the 

relationships between editors and reporters, and editors and the management. In some cases 

bribes and censorship were discussed – testimonies that could risk the respondents job for 

example.  

The validity of interview studies are based on that you interview the right people and that 

these people give truthful answers.71 The biggest methodological problem that I faced in the 

interviews concerning the validity was at the government newspaper Daily News. Firstly, 

when I came there I was notified that I could only interview two reporters and not three as 

agreed on. When trying to reschedule the last interview I could not get in contact with the 

editor at Daily News, and hence the last interview was never conducted. I also suspect that 

one reporter at the same newspaper did not feel comfortable during the interview, and there-

fore the answers were very short and almost every time positive. It felt like he did not want to 

go against his management, which might have resulted in his answers not being truthful.  

The results from the interviews and the quantitative content analysis cannot be generalized as 

Tanzanian nor as representative of all of the journalists in Dar es Salaam. Nor is it statistically 

generalizable. It must be seen as a case study of journalists at Anglophone daily newspapers 

in Dar es Salaam. Within this group general aspects can be distinguished. And if you combine 

this study with other studies of the professional ideals of Tanzanian journalists you can build a 

bigger generalizable picture over theses ideals.72  

                                                 
69 Larsson. 74 
70 Ibid. 75 
71 Ibid. 77 
72 Ekström, Mats and Larsson, Larsåke. “Inledning”. Metoder i kommunikationsvetenskap. 17 
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In this chapter the results of the content analysis that was conducted over two weeks, one in 

November 2013 and one in March 2014, will be presented. The results are shown in charts 

and are accompanied by an explanation as well as a record of findings that the charts are un-

able to show. The variables and variable values as well as definitions of the concepts used in 

this study can be found in Appendix C. 

 

The government newspaper Daily News was by far the newspaper that had the most health 

news. In 14 days they published 62 articles on the topic, which gives an average of approxi-

mately 4.4 articles per day. The Citizen had 48 health articles while The Guardian had 38. The 

difference between the three newspapers mainly has to do with weekend magazines that both 

Daily News and The Citizen have where they publish educational articles with tips on how to 

prevent diseases, how to live healthy and similar topics. The Citizen also had a larger quantity 

of short press items.  

Graph 1 
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In DVR Murthy’s study of Indian newspapers health proved to be the second most common 

topic in development news.73  The chart above shows that in the Tanzanian newspapers de-

velopmental issues are very common when it comes to health news. What this chart does not 

tell us is how much the articles go in to developmental issues, if they dig deep into it or if they 

merely touch the subject.  

 

 

                                                 
73 Murthy. 99 

Graph 2 

Graph 3 
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The difference between the government’s newspaper and the two private ones becomes clear 

in the chart above. Daily News concentrates a lot more on the government’s agenda, but they 

also more frequently produce educational articles. The educational article was the most 

common type of article in all of the newspapers. Least common was the criticizing or investi-

gative article. Daily News produced fewer critical articles than the two private newspapers. 

The section “Other” was the most common for two reasons: firstly the first three variables 

correlates with different roles within the theory of development journalism, which are not 

always visible in the articles. Secondly many of those articles were informative about devel-

opment projects, but they were not the government’s projects, they were projects headed by 

NGOs or the civil society.   

 

It is clear from the chart above that politicians and well educated people are more likely to be 

heard in the Tanzanian media when it comes to news concerning health. In the 148 articles of 

the study seven had a concerned individual as a main source and there was one article that 

featured a person from a local initiative as a main source. The reason that the section “other” 

got so big was that many articles did not have any quotes, which made it hard to distinguish 

the source of information. 

Graph 4 
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The chart above shows the different topics in the articles of the study. The outcome, however, 

proved to be highly affected by the specific time periods that were examined. For example the 

international diabetes day happened to be situated within the first examined time period, 

hence that disease got more room in the newspapers. One of the only things that differed be-

tween the newspapers was how much that was written about the institutions and the medical 

profession. The Citizen had by far the most articles on these kinds of subjects. This goes hand 

in hand with their articles being the most critical. For example they had columnists criticizing 

the situation at the hospitals. In this variable the “other” section is again very big. It is mainly 

due to that there are a lot of different aspects – different diseases and areas of medicine – that 

were hard to predict. Also, too many variable values would have made the research more de-

manding. 

As pointed out earlier the interviews were conducted with both reporters and editors from the 

three daily newspapers Daily News, The Guardian and The Citizen. The respondents’ answers 

will be presented bellow under three headlines correlating with the three key themes, that can 

be seen under 4.2. Because of the vastness of the material collected from the twelve inter-

views, mainly the answers that frequently occurs will be recorded in a narrated form.  

Graph 5 
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All in all the respondents saw a great need of development in Tanzanian healthcare and in 

public health. Most of them saw possibilities for them as journalists to help further this devel-

opment. 

The basis of the respondents’ ideals leaned on the responsibility towards the public, the citi-

zens of Tanzania. But how that responsibility was expressed differed. Most of the respondents 

pointed out the importance of several different roles, and that a combination of them is im-

portant to achieve development. Four roles were the most prevalent answers: to educate, to 

inform, to monitor or be a watchdog and to set an agenda. Each of these answers showed up 

in seven to eight of the twelve interviews and often combined. While they found it important 

to educate and inform the public they also pressed the importance to set an agenda and to 

monitor the people in power. So it goes two ways, the first two roles mainly aim towards the 

public while the latter two aim towards the people in power. As one respondent put it: “if you 

educate the public, while not criticizing the government, you will end up with few results”74.  

It is however important to go into the difference between the private newspapers and the gov-

ernment owned newspaper in this matter. The respondents from Daily News mainly identified 

with the informing and educating roles and also pressed on the importance to work to promote 

the government’s agenda. One of the respondents said that he or she knew the importance of 

the watchdog role but admitted that he or she did not live up to it. The same ideals were very 

common at the privately owned newspapers as well, but more often combined with an ideal to 

work as watchdog and to monitor the people in power.  

Although not synonymous the roles of the journalist to inform and to educate often correlated 

in the interviews. With informing the respondents mainly referred to objectively informing on 

basic facts and events. With educating they referred to informing about certain facts that are 

meant to empower the reader to take control over his or her situation. These roles were seen 

as the most important ones by nine out of twelve respondents. The other respondents also saw 

them as important but thought that other roles were more or equally important. Articles that 

were educational or informational were also the most common articles found in the quantita-

tive study.  

                                                 
74 Individual interview. The Guardian, Dar es Salaam. 2014-04-21 
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The idea is that the media can empower people and help them make the right decisions by 

providing them with information. For example, the newspapers can deliver information about 

an outbreak of a disease so that the people can be prepared and be aware of the symptoms. For 

example one reporter at The Citizen said: “…maybe from what I report, someone can see 

[that he or she has] that symptom [… and he or she] would be encouraged to go to the hospital 

and have a test”75. Another example is that the media can educate the people about the dan-

gers of child birth, and advocating the importance of professional help while giving birth, 

which was something a respondent at Daily News felt was important. 

Linked to the role of informing as well as the role of monitoring the power is the role of the 

media as agenda setter. Through continuously reporting a certain topic that a certain news-

paper finds important it can manage to disseminate the importance and information about this 

topic to its readers. But it can also work as a tool to put pressure on the people in charge. This 

way of looking at agenda setting can also be described as the media as fourth estate, being the 

link between the people in power and the citizens.76 For example one respondent from The 

Citizen said: 

I think it’s both ways, we want to tell the people what’s up, what they should be careful about[…] But 

also for the policy makers in other ways, like telling them: in this village there is this problem, like people 

having all these issues.
77 

Five respondents discussed the importance to reveal problems within the health care system, 

for example shortage of medical professionals at clinics and hospitals. By publishing articles 

on these matters the government have to face these issues and hopefully they try to do some-

thing about it. When it comes to agenda setting to disseminate information, the media often 

works together with organizations or the government in different campaigns. In these cam-

paigns the newspapers collaborate with the organizations and the government, giving room to 

different issues and thereby raising awareness of its importance.  

When asked what health care issue they found most important four out of twelve answered 

“the hospitals” or “the health care system” because of the big problems of lack of doctors, 

medicine and facilities. They felt the need to write about these issues so that people know 

                                                 
75 Individual interview. The Citizen, Dar es Salaam. 2014-04-23 
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77 Individual interview. The Citizen, Dar es Salaam. 2014-04-23 
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about them, especially the readers of the Anglophone newspapers who are more likely to be 

people in power – the elite, who also are the ones that are most likely to be able to affect 

change.  

“Where is the money for AIDS, you are eating, you people are eating the money”78. Many of 

the respondents were not satisfied with just talking about their own ideals and working envi-

ronment. A journalist’s everyday work is tightly linked to the reality that faces the people in 

the country. One issue that was brought up during the interviews was that of corruption, when 

money destined for medicine or for building new health clinics goes into someone’s pocket 

instead. One respondent said: 

[J]ournalism is very critical, particularly in a country like ours. Where we still have a lot of issues that 

have to do with development: there is poverty, there is corruption, there is lack of accountability, and 

there is misuse of public fund. So we believe we have a very critical role to play as journalists to bring out 

these issues so that we can make sure that every little resource that is allocated to either health or any 

other sector is used appropriately.
79  

For the development to move forward several respondents therefore raised the watchdog role 

as one of the most important. This ideal was most common at the privately owned media. 

Eight out of nine respondents at these newspapers thought it was important. One of them 

thought it was the most important, being the only one to think that it is more important than 

informing and educating. Out of the three respondents at the government newspaper, Daily 

News, only one thought that it was an important role for the media. He or she said to know of 

the importance of such a role but that it was not something that he or she practiced.  

As said before the rural population is in majority in Tanzania with 73 percent of the total pop-

ulation. The media is however centered in Dar es Salaam and the other major urban areas. The 

will to report more from the rural areas, or from “the villages” as they said, was expressed by 

six of the interviewed journalists and they came from all three newspapers.  
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I always tell them [the bosses] that we should not confine ourselves to Dar es Salaam because I think the 

people who need coverage the most, they are not in Dar es Salaam, they are in the villages.80 

As the watchdog role, this role goes hand in hand with the respondents’ will to do more in-

depth reporting. When the watchdog role mainly calls for investigative reporting, to be the 

voice of the voiceless calls for follow ups. It is when the journalist does not just publish re-

ports about problems and development plans, but he or she goes out to the affected to find out 

what their problems and needs are. And if the reality of these people corresponds with the 

plans and projects that are in motion to deal with their needs. This was something that the 

respondents saw as their responsibility. They addressed the fact that the majority of Tanzani-

ans that live in rural areas are the ones that are the poorest, and in greatest need of develop-

ment.  

[…]all these newspapers, they are all in Dar es Salaam, and it is just a region of… it is just three million 

people. So you have over 35–38 million other people down there, their stories also needs to be told, and 

needs to be done here.81 

According to the theory of state building development journalism it is important to work as a 

united front to most effectively achieve development. This mindset is still visible within Tan-

zanian media, and of course most visible at the Daily News. As one of the respondents from 

that newspaper put it: 

[M]y role, it is the mission of the company to try to bring about and help the nation in all development 

agendas including health, and it includes economics, empowering the people so that they can take good 

care of themselves[…]
82 

However, there was one respondent at Daily News that explained his or her relationship with 

the leadership of the newspaper as one between boss and employee. Sometimes he or she felt 

that the interests of the government interfered with the interests of the people, which he or she 

felt was the most important. This responsibility towards the public was something that was re-

flected in all of the interviews at Daily News, but that the government’s agenda may interfere 

with that was only brought up by one of them.  
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Some of the ideals of the state building approach were also expressed by a couple of journal-

ists at the privately owned newspapers. One of the respondents at The Guardian, who thought 

that the most important role of the media was to inform and educate, said that one way to 

achieve development is to follow the campaigns of the government. These campaigns are ed-

ucational and demands the collaboration of the media to be able to disseminate information to 

the public.  

The role of promoting development projects is not only reserved for the government’s pro-

jects. For example there are a lot of NGOs working with these issues in Tanzania, and these 

projects are also getting publicity and are being promoted by the media.  

The obstacles that the journalists face and that hinders them from effectively living up to their 

own ideals are many. The most common issues raised in the interviews were lack of expertise, 

lack of funds and lack of support from sources and from the newsrooms. Hence the problems 

spring from within the newsroom as well as from outside of it. 

In the end almost every problem that the respondents face are economical. One thing that al-

most every respondent brought up that kept them from being able to contribute to the devel-

opment in health was the impossibility to finance travels and time consuming, investigative 

work. One respondent said: “you need proof, and the proof means that you need to investi-

gate, you need to go deep, you need funds”83. Five of the respondents spoke of the help that 

NGOs, especially TAMWA and TMF, sometimes offer. Two of the reporters interviewed got 

to follow an NGO into the field to cover the issue that the organization was there for. Some-

times these organizations have campaigns in which they spread information via these news-

papers, among others, and they also offer seminars that some of the respondents had been to. 

Overall the respondents had a non-critical view of the NGOs and were mostly thankful be-

cause of them being good sources and for when they help out with funding a more in-depth 

reporting.  

A problem that is economical in another sense is that health news is not prioritized because it 

does not sell the newspaper. This was an obstacle that was expressed by six respondents, in-
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cluding three editors. The editors had directions from their bosses to produce sellable news-

papers and the reporters felt that they were not given enough time and space for these kind of 

articles. One editor said that they “…are working for business, so you cannot write something 

that cannot sell the paper”84.  

One reporter at The Guardian said that they, the reporters, would be able to do more if they 

had the possibility to get extra education in health and how to report on those issues. Because 

without proper knowledge in health you “just report lightly and not deep”85. Eight of the in-

terviewed reporters and editors brought up this issue. And the problems arising from the lack 

of knowledge in health are many. First and foremost they stressed the difficulty in doing in-

depth coverage and to follow up on the development. At the same time a couple of reporters 

did not see the lack of expertise in specific subjects as a big problem. They pressed the fact 

that they are reporters, not medical professionals, and as reporters they rely on their sources 

for expert opinions and knowledge.  

Some of the respondents that felt in need of extra education mentioned that they had no possi-

bility to get help from their specific company. They could not be away from work for long 

enough to be able to take a class in for example health reporting. And neither could their 

companies help them economically to get this extra education.  However, at The Citizen they 

were under the process of hiring an educated doctor to cover health issues. This was brought 

up by all of the respondents at this newspaper as a positive step forward. The editor at this 

newspaper also spoke of narrowing down the fields that the reporters cover, for them to make 

progresses in a few specific fields that they are interested in covering. The reporters did not 

agree with this positive way of looking at it, saying that health was not always prioritized and 

that they had to cover a lot of other things instead of what they really wanted to do.  

The reporters also brought up the issue of newsroom policies and the need to stick to whatev-

er you can or cannot write at your specific newspaper, which sometimes leads to self-

censorship. And four of the eight interviewed reporters felt censored by their editors. It 

happens, they explained, that you bring a story that you know is good but that is cut out with-

out explanation. They could only guess that the reasons behind these editorial actions had to 

do with the interests of owners and sponsors and the fact that the editors sometimes fear for 

their jobs. For example one respondent from The Guardian put it like this: 
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You might write something good, but when it reaches the editor you will find it has been taken away. So, 

the editor knows, this has impact 1, 2, 3, so let me put it away. Not whatever I write is published, it is 

taken away, due to the welfare of the media itself, due to the welfare of the journalist itself and other 

things.
86 

Outside of the newsroom the obstacles are mainly related to access to information and op-

pressive media laws. In Tanzania, and in many other African countries, the freedoms of the 

media most often don’t include freedom of information. A Freedom of Information bill actu-

ally exists but has not yet been implemented. Of the eight reporters interviewed, six witnessed 

that the government officials and their spokespersons often are not cooperative when it comes 

to giving out information. They stall, and demand to answer in writing. And even getting in-

formation from lower levels can be very challenging. People are usually shy to the media and 

most often refer the reporters to the people on top, the bosses. As said before there are laws 

that prevent government employees from giving out information without proper authorization, 

which can be one of the reasons why the respondents sees getting the right information as one 

of the biggest obstacles. When trying to explain the situation one respondent said:  

Because the hospitals management is there to defend the government and not anyone else’s interest. Not 

the people that they are serving, not anyone else but for the government. Yes, you’re right to publish but 

then in the end of the day you will face problems from the management.87 

Except the lack of freedom to information two of the reporters witnessed that they and their 

newspaper exercise self-censorship because they know that they could face problems with the 

authorities if they publish certain articles. One respondent said: “Sometimes we use to stay 

silent. They stay silent to survive. But you can’t survive while the public is dying”88 

The poor economic situation of Tanzanian newspapers is also reflected in the pay check of 

their employees. Two respondents complained over the situation and the fact that they are 

having a hard time supporting their families with the money they are being paid. The fact that 

they are, in their eyes, being inadequately paid brought up another issue: bribes. They did not 

admit to having accepted bribes, or a brown envelope as it is called, but both of them de-
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scribed it as being a very common in Tanzania. They had themselves been offered payment to 

not publish stories but claimed to have denied it.  
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All of the respondents shared the knowledge of the situation of the Tanzanian public health 

and the need for it to develop. Most of them, as said before, also shared the belief that they as 

journalists first and foremost are responsible to the public. That said, their ideals of how to 

live up to that responsibility differed, with the journalists at Daily News leaning more towards 

the state building approach and the journalists at The Citizen and The Guardian leaning more 

towards the social-communitarian approach. 

State building development journalism is most clearly visible in the ideals of the journalists at 

Daily News, the state owned newspaper, and the responsibility they felt towards the govern-

ment. This also showed in the quantitative study where we could see that informative articles 

about the governments development plans or projects were common in Daily News, while not 

that common in the other two newspapers. In Daily News there were also less criticizing and 

scrutinizing articles while the ideal of the media as watchdog was rare. One of the respond-

ents at Daily News, however, saw the relationship with the government as more of a boss–

employee relationship in which he or she had the responsibility to live up to the bosses agen-

da. Overall, however, the state building approach lives on at Daily News as it still works to 

support the government’s development goals and projects, just as former president Nyerere 

ones wanted it.89   

While there is not such a conviction among the journalists at the privately owned newspapers 

to support the government, there is however a non-critical relationship to the NGOs.  In the 

statist approach “journalists should be part of broad political and social efforts towards devel-

opment[, which] includes supporting government policies and programs…”90. If we would 

switch “government” with “NGOs” in this sentence it would correspond quite well with how 

the reporters see their relationship with the NGOs. The respondents seemed to think of the 

NGOs as trustworthy and that they have nothing but good intents, while they were suspicious 

towards the government. 

The roles of informing and educating were the roles that most respondents found important to 

be able to contribute to development. This corresponds well with Rioba’s survey among Tan-
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zanian journalists from 2012 which also showed that these ideals, which he calls traditional 

western, were the most common (however, along with entertaining).91 These roles also fits 

into development journalism and can be said to overarch the gap between the two approaches 

of development journalism. It is important in both of them that each and every individual de-

velops in order for the whole community to be able to develop. In the communitarian 

approach the empowering of the individual might be highlighted more because of its focus on 

“the lives of the non-elites”92, while information and education according to the state building 

approach should correspond with the government’s agenda.  

The focus on the non-elites was more clearly visible in a wish that six respondents expressed: 

to be able to go out to the rural areas where most of the problems with health are and report 

about the real situation – being the voice of the voiceless. This is a typical attribute of devel-

opment journalism, and the social-communitarian approach in particular. Aggarwala for ex-

ample saw it as a journalist’s responsibility to “critically examine, evaluate and report the 

relevance of a development project to national and local needs, the differences between its 

impact on people as claimed by the government officials and how it actually is”93. Six report-

ers from all three newspaper expressed such a wish.  

A part of informing and educating the public is the role of agenda setting. In the interviews 

the journalists expressed that they want to lift important subjects and push an agenda for de-

velopment. Some respondents saw this role as bisectional – that they need to set an agenda for 

the public but also for the people in power. By continuously publishing information about for 

example Malaria the hope is that the public will become more aware of the seriousness of the 

disease, and thereby also learn more about it to try to prevent it. The media can also set an 

agenda about certain issues to try to put pressure on the people in power. As pointed out in 

5.2.1.2 this way of looking at the media as a link between the political power and the people is 

called “the media as fourth estate”. This is a traditional western liberal idea of what role the 

media should play in a society.94 One example from the interviews is the situation in Tanzani-

an hospitals, where there is not enough medicine or medical personnel. In this case the re-

spondents wished to be able to raise awareness on this matter to force the politicians to take 

action. Some of the respondents also saw a unique opportunity, for them at the Anglophone 
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newspapers, to influence the policy makers as their average reader is highly educated and 

more likely to be a person in power. 

In the quantitative study we saw that criticizing and scrutinizing articles were less common 

than other kinds of articles. However, one newspaper, The Citizen had a larger quantity of this 

kind of reporting. The interviews also showed that this newspaper wanted to work to push an 

agenda and fill its role as watchdog. The watchdog role is typical for the social-

communitarian approach, where the responsibility towards the people is essential. The kind of 

watchdog role for development that Aggarwala advocated95 was expressed by several re-

spondents, none of which were from Daily News. They wanted to go out to the villages to see 

“the real situation” and they wanted to make sure that money intended for development pro-

jects did not end up in someone else’s pocket.  

To sum this up the ideals of the journalists are those of development journalism in the sense 

that they believe that they can contribute to the development in health and want to do so. The 

ideals of the state building approach is prevalent at Daily News while the ideals of the social-

communitarian approach are common at the privately owned newspapers, The Citizen and 

The Guardian, even though some of the respondents shares ideals from both of the approach-

es. At the same time their ideals are in some ways traditional western ideals. 

The reality that the interviewed journalists are faced with leaves them in pessimism. They feel 

that they cannot live up to their ideals and they saw a lot of obstacles in trying to do so.  

Based on the quantitative study it is clear that development is prevalent within the topic of 

health. But what Murthy found in his study of Indian newspapers can also be found in this 

thesis: the development news are often lacking in depth and analysis.96 The most frequent 

used sources for the health articles showed to be experts and politicians while concerned indi-

viduals seldom got their voices through. The fact that they use experts in a big part of the ar-

ticles indicates that the reporters are trying to get the deeper picture. On the other hand it was 

very rare that concerned individuals were heard, which might indicate that the reporters do not 

try or are not able to hear the story of the people and what they actually need. To be the voice 
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of the voiceless was one of the ideals that was common among the respondents, and also one 

that they themselves said that they had a hard time living up to.  

When reporting on health issues the journalists are dependent in several ways. Firstly they 

have not got education in health. If Mwaffisi’s assumption that enlightened journalists are 

essential for an effective development journalism97 is correct, the journalists are still inade-

quately educated to face the challenges of this kind of journalism. Even though the situation 

might look similar around the world – that general reporters do not have special education in 

health – as much as eight of the respondents expressed a need for it. In the end this, as every 

other problem facing these newspapers, boils down to an economic issue. The journalists do 

not have the financial power to finance extra education and neither do their companies. There 

are, however, some options to finance education as well as other journalistic activities. As 

pointed out in chapter 2.3 there are organizations working to promote qualitative journalism. 

From them you can get financial aid to educate yourself and to be able to do more expensive 

investigative stories.  

An ideal that was common was to be the voice of the voiceless. The reporters that expressed 

this ideal wanted to go out to the villages and meet the people with the greatest needs and tell 

their story. To do so and live up to this is however hard since it demands money for travel and 

lodgment, and also a lot of time. This can also be translated to the role of watchdog which is 

time consuming and therefore demands more resources of the newspapers. 

Rioba suggests that a big reason behind why the watchdog role rarely is being practiced in 

Tanzania is that newspapers and other media outlets are run primarily as businesses and are 

therefore dependent on advertisement. He suggests this means that the newspapers cannot 

afford to publish some investigative stories because they could risk the livelihood of the 

newspaper.98 That the newspapers are run primarily as businesses is a concept that was 

supported by several respondents that complained over health not being prioritized as it 

doesn’t sell the newspaper. This dependency on commercial interests is something that does 

not correspond well with the principles of development journalism as the theory advocates 
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that journalism should not just sell newspapers, it should provide something useful and devel-

oping. “Public goals should prevail over commercial principles”99.  

The economic situation also brings about issues which threatens the integrity and truthfulness 

of the journalists: bribes and pressure from owners and advertisers. Firstly it is documented 

that bribes and freebies (small gifts given to reporters that are not directly meant to hide in-

formation, but which affects the relationship between reporter and source) are common prac-

tice in Tanzanian media.100 This is something that two respondents also claimed to be true, 

they themselves had been offered brown envelopes to not disclose certain information. For 

example one respondent had been offered a bribe by the head of a hospital not to disclose cer-

tain malpractices. This environment prevents the media from practicing investigative journal-

ism and thereby to function as watchdog and monitor of the people in power.  

Low salaries for journalists is a common explanation to why bribes are common (it was for 

example the reason given by the respondents in this thesis), but Skjerdal suggests that it is just 

a part of the explanation: “Poor salary, weak media, unethical reporting and uninformed audi-

ences may be seen in conjunction with each other, together with still other factors”101. And 

there is also evidence that even highly paid journalists accept bribes.102 And Mpagaze and 

White tries to find an explanation in the political culture of Sub-Saharan countries which has 

its roots in the dictatorial colonial state in which the political power was not to be moni-

tored.103 

Mpagaze and White suggests that the problem of bribes springs from the same basic problem 

from which interference by owners and advertisers do: the political traditions where the 

people with economic and political power do not have to withstand monitoring by the media. 

Several respondents said that they have got an agenda to stick to, the companies agenda, and 

that this agenda was affected by owners and advertisers. One respondent said: “…the news-

paper, we have our own policy, but really I can tell you, frankly speaking, that the ownership 

of any newspaper determines the policy”104. This is a picture that is also confirmed by the 

African Media Barometer’s report on Tanzanian media from 2012, which found that the edi-
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torial freedom is threatened by both government and owner interference.105 All of these fac-

tors combined makes it really difficult for the journalists to live up to their watchdog role.  

The African Media Barometer also shows that Tanzanian journalists are still faced with legis-

lative obstacles.106 As late as last year the newspapers Mwananchi and Mtanzania were shut 

down by the Government’s Information Service Director, because they published government 

critique. This was not something that was brought up as a general concern by the majority of 

the respondents, but however two of them had practiced self-censorship because of the con-

cerns of facing problems with authorities.  

As told before the respondents of this thesis have got a non-critical view of the NGOs, which 

in some ways can be compared to the state building approach of development journalism. 

However, the relationship between journalists and the NGOs can be positive. As discussed 

under 6.1 the journalists are helped financially to be able to live up to a kind of journalism 

that they feel is important and they also see NGOs as valid sources of information.  
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Historically Tanzanian media has been monopolized and working under direction of the polit-

ical leadership of the country. The media was in this constellation a tool for development 

communication, where the media and the government had to work towards the same goals of 

development. This thesis tries to answer what ideals that Tanzanian health reporting consists 

of today, how the journalists feel that they can live up to those ideals and what obstacles they 

face in trying to do so.  

The results of the interviews and the quantitative content analysis showed that some of the 

traditions of state building development journalism, that has been practiced in Tanzania since 

the nation’s independence in the 1960s and the rule of Julius Nyerere, still remains. At the 

state owned newspaper, Daily News, the journalists feel a responsibility towards the govern-

ment – to stick to its agenda and promote its development projects and plans. This is, howev-

er, not the only ideals that these journalists have. Even though they feel a responsibility to-

wards the government, they expressed a feeling of greater responsibility towards the people. 

One of the respondents from Daily News explained the relationship with the government as a 

boss–employee relationship in which he or she had to stick to the rules. He or she even felt 

sorry that the interest of the government sometimes got in conflict with the interests of the 

people.  

As stated in the analysis the journalists, especially at the privately owned newspapers, had a 

non-critical relationship to the NGOs, which can almost be compared to the relationship be-

tween government and journalists in the state building approach. This is something that can 

threaten the objectivity of the journalists and it poses a threat to the role of watchdog. In Tan-

zania there are a lot of NGOs in practice, and it is important to realize that they are not 

immune to corruption and bad decisions. For the journalists to fill their monitoring role for 

development it is important that not only the government, but also NGOs and other active 

development organizations are scrutinized.  

The responsibility towards the people and ideals of being the voice of the voiceless are typical 

for the other kind of development journalism, the social-communitarian. Half of the respond-

ents expressed this ideal and eight out of nine respondents at the privately owned newspapers, 

The Citizen and The Guardian expressed the ideal of the media as watchdog, which is another 

social-communitarian attribute. These journalists wanted to critically examine the health care 
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system and the projects for development in health. This was, however an ideal that they felt 

that that they had a hard time living up to, because of investigative journalism demanding 

more resources and sometimes not even being wanted, as such stories sometimes poses prob-

lems from authorities, or other people in power. The journalists were pessimistic, seeing a lot 

of obstacles in between them and their ideals.  

But which ideals are they actually able to live up to? The lack of funds is something that pre-

vents time consuming investigative stories and travels, and that leaves the journalists stranded 

in Dar es Salaam. From here they can however access a lot of know-how at the many hospi-

tals, research centers, international organization headquarters and government institutions. 

There are a lot of potential sources for writing educational and informational articles. The 

ideals of the media as informants and educators were the two most prevalent among the re-

spondents and such articles also proved to be most prevalent in the quantitative study. These 

ideals are important within the both approaches of development journalism but are not how-

ever the most significant in either of them as the emphasis is on other more specific roles. The 

ideals of educating and informing can also be seen, as Rioba says, as traditional western ideals 

of the media’s role in society.  

The media as the fourth estate, or a link between political power and the people, is another 

role of the media that was expressed by several respondents and that is not mainly one of de-

velopment journalism, it is traditionally seen as a liberal ideal. The fact is that a lot of the 

ideals that make up development journalism can be found in other media traditions. The role 

as watchdog for example, that is important in the social-communitarian approach and that was 

prevalent among the respondents of this thesis, can be seen as an extension of the media as 

fourth estate. This is also what Waisbord questioned about development journalism. Is it a 

useful concept if the ideals of it can be translated into traditional journalism?  

I suggest that it can be. Because development journalism does also provide the journalist with 

a focus, a prioritization of certain issues that are important to report about to contribute to 

development. This prioritization can be found in Tanzanian journalism. However, one thing 

that becomes clear from the results of this study is that ideals are one thing and the everyday 

work of the journalist something else. A lot of the obstacles facing the journalism in Tanzania 

are global: the realities of free market economy and the boundaries that are set up by the lack 

of resources for example. But there are also obstacles that are a part of Tanzania’s history of 

authoritarian rule: the journalists are working under threats of legislative measures and in a 
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corrupt system where bribes are common practice. These threats to healthy journalism are 

something that can be fought and diminished, and it is also a process that has been started 

from within the Tanzanian media itself and by organizations like MCT that are trying to put 

pressure on political leaders to take action against these irregularities. Tanzania has a long 

way to go. But where there are people with willpower and a vision, there can be change.  
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Informant 1: The Guardian (daily newspaper), Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Two editors and 

three reporters, individual interviews 2014-04-21, 2014-04-24, 2014-04-28 and 2014-04-30. 

Informant 2: The Citizen (daily newspaper), Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. One editor and three 

reporters, individual interviews 2014-04-22 and 2014-04-23. 

Informant 3: Daily News (daily newspaper), Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. One editor and two 

reporters, individual interviews 2014-04-29. 

The transcripts are saved and stored with the author of this thesis.  

Daily News. 2013-11-11 – 2013-11-17, 2014-03-04, 2014-03-07 – 2014-03-10 and 2014-03-

12 – 2014-03-13.  

The Citizen. 2013-11-11 – 2013-11-17,  2014-03-04, 2014-03-07 – 2014-03-10 and 2014-03-

12 – 2014-03-13.  

The Guardian. 2013-11-11 – 2013-11-17,  2014-03-04, 2014-03-07 – 2014-03-10 and 2014-

03-12 – 2014-03-13.  

All the titles of the articles used can be found in appendix A. 
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Daily news 11/11: 

A1) “Diabetes, BP on the rise in Dar” 

A2) “NHIF loans to help hospitals” 

A3) “Female governors run in tail winds of ACA vote” 

 

The Guardian 11/11: 

None 

 

The Citizen 11/11: 

A4) “What flying patients abroad says about Tanzania hospitals” 

A5) Short: “Most TZ women shun modern family planning methods, says news report”  

A6) Opinion: “Diabetes can be handled” 

 

Daily News 12/11: 

A7) “Dar hospital hosts free screening for prostate cancer” 

 

The Guardian 12/11:  

A8) “Prostate cancer screening camp opens today in Dar” 

A9) Opinion: “Youngest patient ever to get a denture” 

 

The Citizen 12/11: 

A10) “40pc of TZ doctors ditch profession” 

A11) Short: “Experts meet in Dar to discuss HIV care modes” 

A12) Short: “Screening camp for prostate cancer set for next week” 

A13) Short: “Health fund opens door to individuals, private sector” 

A14 “Public ignorant about pneumonia” 

A15)”Costs soar in US for twin, triplet birth cases” 

 

Daily News 13/11:  

A16) “Most Zanzibaris at risk of contracting diabetes” 

A17) ”US firm recalls food over E.Coli disease” 

 

The Guardian 13/11: “ 

A18) “Cleric preaches family planning” 

A19) “Cost-sharing in healthcare not working – civil society”  

A20) “All medicine to bear labels GOT or MSD from January” 

A21) “St. Laurent Diabetes Centre opens to step up fight” 

A22) “How malaria keeps Africa down” 

A23) “Dispute over meeting thwarts polio vaccinations in Sudan – UN” 

 

The Citizen 13/11: 

A24) “Inside Dar’s malaria drugs theft network” 

A25) “UN children’s fund drums up support for breast feeding” 

A26) Opinion: “There must be a way to keep our doctors here!” 
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Daily news 14/11: 

None 

 

The Guardian 14/11: 

A27) Editorial: “We must be serious on family planning” 

A28) “Cancer a heavy burden for cash-strapped Cuban families” 

 

The Citizen 14/11: 

A29) Follow up on the story of organized malaria medicine thefts: “TZ in the dark on malaria drugs theft” 

A30) “Govts urged to back family planning” 

A31) Opinion: “Nail malaria drugs thieves” 

A32) “How diabetic cases are growing among poor families in Tanzania” 

A33) “Conference told E-cigarettes could save millions of lives” 

A34) “Organization registers thousands of sex workers in Zimbabwe” 

 

Daily News 15/11:  

A35) “Hyptertension reaches alarming level” 

A36) “NHIF membership seen doubling” 

A37) “State to continue working with NGOs to improve services” 

A38) “Bukoba builds six dispensaries” 

A39) “Safe delivery for expectant Rukwa region mothers remains distant dream” 

 

The Guardian 15/11:  

A40) “How deadly is meningitis?” 

A41) ”Diabetes battle “being lost” as cases hit record 382 mln” 

A42) “US heart guidelines threaten new hot cholesterol drugs” 

 

The Citizen 15/11: 

A43) “Diabetes among youth worries govt” 

A44) “A chat with Step by Step project chief on diabetic foot condition” 

 

Daily News 16/11: 

A45) “Ignorance links diabetes to “juju”” 

A46) “Regency holds cancer screening camp in Dar” 

A47) “Why family planning is central to development” 

A48) Column “There is a need to rethink mental health in Africa” 

A49) “Businesses cut full-time workers to meet Obamacare mandate, study says” 

The Guardian 16/11: 

A50) “Profit bonanza eludes companies chasing obesity business” 

 

The Citizen 16/11: 

A51) Short: “Over 40 per cent medical graduates abandon field” 

A52) “Dar achieves MDG for child mortality” 

A53) Opinion:  “Do more to control diabetes”  

A54) Column “We all want what’s best for our children” 

 

Sunday News 17/11: 

A55) “Fear grips doctors as youth blend shisha with drugs” 

A56) Editorial: “Kudos to TFDA for celebrating 10th anniversary”  

A 57) Feature “Remembering a martyr by donating blood to community” 

A58) “Kenya sees drop in HIV prevalence” 

A59) Ask the doctor: “What is heart attack?”   

A60) “Sex workers bear brunt of war on trafficking” 
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A61) Now let’s talk about alcohol: “Drinking guidelines” 

A62) Feature: “Young people lead the way on family planning” 

A63) “Drug-resistant bacteria spreading in Europe” 

 

The Guardian on Sunday 17/11: 

A64) “Declare cancer, a national disaster” 

A65) “Study: Voluntary testing reduces HIV infection by 50 per cent” 

A66) “Sobering drug addicts open to more houses” 

 

The Citizen on Sunday 17/11 

A67) “Putting the first aid kit to use” 

 

 

Daily News 4/3: 

A68) “Study raps malaria obsession” 

A69) “Vehicle donation to benefit the blind” 

A70) “Somaliland girls for genital cuts” 

A71) “Mideast children for polio jab” 

A72) “Moshi farmers welcome primary healthcare” 

A73) “Health fund brings relief to Tarime villagers” 

A74) “Scientists call for screening mammography every two years for most women” 

 

The Guardian 4/3: 

A 75) “Report warns over false malaria diagnosis” 

A76) “Awareness campaign raises number of hospital deliveries”  

A77) “Men urged to participate fully in family planning” 

 

The Citizen 4/3: 

A78) “DC says drug abuse cases still alarming” 

A79) Short: “Unicef says 10 million children in Mideast to get polio vaccine” 

 

Daily News 7/3: 

A80) “Kilimanjaro gets cervical cancer vaccine” 

A81) “GBV perpetrators risk impotency” 

A82) “HIV teens survived against the odds” 

A83) Science article: “B-Cells aggravate autoimmune diseases” 

 

The Guardian 7/3: 

A84) “Tanzanians in danger of chronic diseases due to poor lifestyles” 

A85) “Mystery disease spreads in Sri Lanka” 

A86) “Tanga facility supports school enrolment of children with disabilities”  

 

The Citizen 7/3 

A87) Short: “Foundation moves to curb shortage of health workers” 

A88) “Saudi MERS death toll rises to 62, say health authorities in the country” 

 

Daily News 8/3: 

A89) “Overcast as women celebrate their day” 
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A90) “UNAIDS rep in support of eliminating HIV/AIDS” 

A91) “KCMC doctors offer services to ‘albinos’ in Tanga city” 

 

The Guardian 8/3 

A92) “Research: Hepatitis B kills more people than HIV/Aids” 

A93) “MNH opens cancer test clinic as world marks Women’s day” 

A94) “Germany provides army barracks with health care units” 

 

The Citizen 8/3: 

A95) “Alarm over dangerous liver disease” 

A96) “Kenya study finds HIV drug ‘can treat cervical cancer’” 

A97) In Insight “Too much animal protein ‘could lead to early death’” 

A98) In Insight “’Hearing loss big problem to many nations?’” 

A99) In Woman “Maternal clinic in Pwanimchangani, Zanzibar island” 

A100) “Is the sun a friend or an enemy” 

A101) “Diet to improve liver health” 

 

Sunday News 9/3: 

A102) “Global warming compounds malaria prevalence rate” 

A103) “Good news for blood type Rh-: Special club under registration” 

A104) “Women mark day amid challenges” 

A105) “Why we should say ‘no’ to gender based violence” 

A106) “Snake bite is a medical emergency but do not tourniquet at any cost” 

A107) “Addressing cervical cancer complications” 

A108) So let’s talk about alcohol: “Alcohol and cancer” 

A109) Your health matters “Reflecting on Women’s Day with great passion” 

A110) “Advantages of drinking water” 

A111) “Top 9 health benefits of coffee” 

 

The Guardian on Sunday 9/3:  

A112) “10 Surprising Health Benefits of Sex” 

A113) “Health Benefits of Garlic” 

 

The Citizen on Sunday 9/3: 

A114) “50,000 people benefit from mother, child health scheme” 

A115) Opinion: “Scaring that fake docs are ‘treating’ patients” 

A116) “Causes of erectile dysfunction” 

A117) “Delivering babies in pitch darkness” 

 

Daily News 10/3: 

A118) “Go for regular cancer tests, public urged” 

A119) “Kilimanjaro girls for cancer jabs” 

 

The Guardian 10/3: 

A120) “Foundation for cancer awareness campaign” 

A121) “PPF donates items to maternity, children wards” 

A122) “Vodacom, CCBRT sponsor fistula treatment, benefit 1,900 women” 

A123) “Mystery kidney disease spreads in Sri Lanka” 

 

The Citizen 10/3: 

A124) “Implement health plan, Mara regional govt told” 

A125) Opinion: “A million babies who die on their very first birth day” 

A126) Short: “400 get specialized surgeries in 9 years” 
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A127) Short: “HIV testing still low in Monduli District! 

 

Daily News 12/3: 

A128) “PSI hailed for availing cervical cancer screening services” 

A129) “Kokongo DC expels drunk health worker” 

A130) “Bagamoyo village gets health facility” 

A131) “Nyantira centre launches HIV/AIDS testing, counselling campaign” 

A132) “Artificial heart patient dies” 

 

The Guardian 12/3:  

A133) “Govt implored to put in action policy on elderly” 

A134) “Telecom company takes initiative against cancer” 

A135) “Chipped portion of a filling struck in the gums”  

A136) “Traditional medicine should be promoted”  

A137) “Germany permits sale of Northwest Bio brain cancer drug”  

 

The Citizen 12/3: 

A138) “Bagamoyo village gets dispensary after 35 years” 

A139) Short: “Airtel employees raise funds for women cancer patients” 

 

Daily News 13/3: 

A140) “Kilimanjaro seeks to eliminate mother-to-child infection” 

A141) “Mysterious disease hits Bukoba island” 

A142) “Sniffing out cancer with electronic noses” 

A143) In Woman Magazine: “Mwanza men advised to allow partners screen for cervical cancer” 

A144) In Woman Magazine: “Easing the pain of fistula via mobile phone technology” 

A145) In Woman Magazine: “What it means when you have these aches, pains” 

 

The Guardian 13/3:  

A146) “Vaccination against cervical cancer underway, says govt” 

 

The Citizen 13/3:  

A147) “New technology to improve nursing education underway” 

A148) “Call for Mbeya residents to donate blood to save lives” 
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How do you see your role as a journalist when it comes to promoting development in 

healthcare and public health?  

 What in your opinion is the most important role of the media on this topic (i.e. to 

inform and educate, to promote development projects, to scrutinize and be watchdog)? 

o To which extent are you able to practice these roles?  

o Which of the roles do you believe is the most effective in effecting change? 

 Which health care issues would you say are the most important to write about in 

Tanzania and why? 

o Diseases (symptoms, how to prevent, what to do if discovered, etc) 

o Development programmes (critically examine or promote, which is the most 

important? State, NGO or other) 

o Health care institutions and the medical profession 

 In which way do you believe that you can effect change in your readership? 

How do you as a reporter/editor, on a daily basis, work with health issues? 

 Do you have a pronounced way of dealing with health issues in your newsroom such 

as an editorial policy? 

 Which are your main sources of information for health-related topics? 

o Which do you think are the most important sources of health-related news? 

 Where do your ideas to the stories mainly come from? 

 How does that relationship work? 

 Which type of articles do you most often produce (i.e. informative/educational, 

critical, empowering) when writing about health-related issues? 

 How satisfied are you with this way of working with health issues?  Or how would 

you like to do things differently? 

What are the obstacles for you to be able to contribute to the development in health?  
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Definitions of concepts: 

Health: A topic that includes diseases, medicine, surgery and organizations working with the 

before stated such as hospitals and other public establishments, Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs) and other organizations of interest. Topics that indirectly concerns the 

before stated is not included (i.e. articles about water and food). 

Health as a topic of development journalism: This study will borrow the definition of 

development news concerning health from D V R Murthy: “News relating to eradication of 

epidemics, health promotional activities such as conducting free medical camps, organizing 

workshops, conferences, and meetings, relating to health, medical, science research, longevity 

and AIDS.”107 

Q1) Which newspaper is the article in? 

1. Daily News and Sunday News 

2. The Guardian 

3. The Citizen 

Q2) Does the article refer to development in health? 

4. Yes 

6. No 

It’s the main topic when more than 50% of the article is about the above stated.  

If yes on question three, continue to question four.  

Is the article mainly: 

7. Informative to educate the audience (i.e. it gives the reader information on diseases and 

other health care issues and, for example, what is needed to prevent and cure it) 

8. Informative about the Tanzanian government’s development plans or projects 

9. Criticizing and/or scrutinizing  

50. Other 

                                                 
107 Murthy, D V R. Development Journalism: What Next?. Kanishka Publishers, Distributors, New Delhi. 2012. 

94. 
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Q4) Does the article compare the development projects, plans, policies, problems or issues to 

national, regional or local needs (i.e. when a project or a plan discusse? 

10. Yes 

11. No 

Q5) Is the article mainly positive (i.e. it brings up what development projects or plans have 

succeeded with, and/or positive results for the problems concerned) or negative (i.e. it 

criticizes development projects or plans, and/or brings up problems concerning public health 

or health care)?  

12. Positive 

13. Negative 

14. Neutral 

Q6) What is the main source of information (the person that has been given most space in the 

article, if there are several with similar amounts of space the main source is the one first cited) 

? 

15. Government official or regional political representative  

16. An NGO-affiliated person 

17. Person from a local initiative  

18. Concerned individual 

19. Expert in the field 

20. Other 

Q10) Which topic is discussed in the article? 

33. HIV/AIDS 

34. Malaria 

35. Diabetes  

36. Cancer  

37. Health care institutions and/or the medical profession 

38. Politics  

39. Other disease or health in general  

40. Maternal health 

 

 

 

 


